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Abstract
In this paper, we present a simple yet efficient approach
for video representation, called Adversarial Video Distil-
lation (AVD). The key idea is to represent videos by com-
pressing them in the form of realistic images, which can
be used in a variety of video-based scene analysis applica-
tions. Representing a video as a single image enables us
to address the problem of video analysis by image analy-
sis techniques. To this end, we exploit a 3D convolutional
encoder-decoder network to encode the input video as an
image by minimizing the reconstruction error. Furthermore,
weak supervision by an adversarial training procedure is
imposed on the output of the encoder to generate semanti-
cally realistic images. The encoder learns to extract seman-
tically meaningful representations from a given input video
by mapping the 3D input into a 2D latent representation.
The obtained representation can be simply used as the input
of deep models pre-trained on images for video classifica-
tion. We evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed method
for video-based activity recognition on three standard and
challenging benchmark datasets, i.e. UCF101, HMDB51,
and Kinetics. The experimental results demonstrate that
AVD achieves interesting performance, outperforming the
state-of-the-art methods for video classification.
1. Introduction
Humans perceive their surrounding environment through
the visual information. The human’s visual system can effi-
ciently combine the appearance and dynamic information of
a scene to comprehend complex environments. On the con-
trary to human visual system, recognizing and understand-
ing complex scenes is a challenging task for computers. The
several approaches, which have addressed the related tasks
to video analysis (such as object recognition [17], scene un-
derstanding [4], and semantic segmentation [14]), indicate
that videos provide more information than images. Con-
sequently, focusing on video-based approaches instead of
image-based ones, is a reasonable way for achieving better
V :
AVD (V):
Figure 1. Examples of videos (denoted by V) and their representa-
tion using AVD. AVD represents both spatial and temporal charac-
teristics of raw videos as an RGB image (i.e. discriminative feature
map) which can be used as the input of deep models pre-trained
on still images.
performance for complex tasks such as scene understand-
ing. This gives more importance to investigate video analy-
sis approaches. Evidently, obtaining efficient and discrimi-
native representations goes a long way in video understand-
ing [1]. However, such representation is still a subject of
contention and it is not clear what an optimal representation
is.
Intuitively, due to a number of challenges such as illumi-
nation variations, viewpoint changes, and camera motions
achieving discriminative representations of videos is a non-
trivial task. These challenges drastically degrade the per-
formance of video analysis methods. In the past years, a
substantial number of approaches have been introduced to
cope with these challenges [23, 24, 4, 32, 25]. Preliminary
works treated videos as either sequences of still images or
volumetric objects, and applied handcrafted local descrip-
tors on a stack of images [29, 33]. The advent of repre-
sentation learning has introduced methods that learn com-
plex underlying structures in videos. Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) convincingly have demonstrated supe-
rior performance of representation learning methods [12].
Thanks to large-scale training datasets [5, 36], CNNs have
rapidly taken over the majority of still image-based recog-
nition tasks such as object, scene, and face recognition [36,
24, 22]. CNNs have also been developed for video repre-
sentation. However, videos are characterized by the tem-
poral evolution of appearance governed by the motion. It
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is noteworthy that due to the simplicity of the structure of
images compared to videos, CNNs have shown a better per-
formance in image representation than in video analysis.
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) have been widely
used for learning the representations of sequential data like
videos [19, 25]. However, videos can be of arbitrary lengths
and extending deep architecture to yet another dimension of
complexity is a non-trivial task as the number of parame-
ters grows significantly. Moreover, it is well-substantiated
that efficient representation of appearance and dynamics
of a scene is of paramount importance in modeling of
videos [1]. In addition, the application of the majority of
existing deep models for video representation is limited to
trimmed videos. On the contrary, a good model should be
able to deal with untrimmed video data in the real-world set-
ting, where events may only occur in a small portion of the
entire length of the video. In summary, the main difficul-
ties and challenges for efficient video representation learn-
ing are: (1) complexity of the video’s structure compared to
the image and, (2) uncertainty on the duration of the video.
To overcome these challenges, we propose a novel
method called Adversarial Video Distillation (AVD) for
video representation, which encodes the appearance and dy-
namics of videos into a distilled image representation. Fol-
lowing the same goal as [1], our proposed AVD is based on a
completely different and simpler approach. AVD is learned
to compress the spatio-temporal information of a video in
the format of an RGB image. This image can be fed to any
existing deep models devised for still images. AVD uses
a deep 3D convolutional encoder network to map the input
video into a 2D latent representation. Furthermore, the en-
coder network adversarially competes with a discriminator
network to reconstruct the encoded video from the latent
space, i.e. RGB image. In other words, the encoder tries to
represent the videos via supervision of another network that
knows the notion of real scenes. Among the existing video
representation methods, [1] is closest to ours. However, our
AVD has some advantages over [1]: (1) AVD achieves rep-
resentations that uniquely characterize the scene, while dy-
namic image, which is a pooling-based method, imposes
equal importance on all frame that might be unfavorable;
(2) our method follows a straightforward unsupervised end-
to-end process. This provides the opportunity of using a
plethora of unlabeled data for training the model.
Our proposed method relaxes the need for a large vol-
ume of training data, since the pre-trained still image-based
models are deployed for video classification. To provide
better intuitions, Figure 1 illustrates some visualizations of
the encoded still images from videos using AVD.
The main contributions of this paper are: (1) propos-
ing an end-to-end deep neural network to distill the spatio-
temporal information of videos as an image representation,
(2) following an unsupervised training procedure, we train
the model in an adversarial manner to learn a semantic im-
age representation from the input video, and (3) achiev-
ing state-of-the-art results for video classification on three
benchmark datasets, i.e. UCF101 [20], HMDB51 [13], and
Kinetics [11].
2. Related Work
In the early stages, video representation methods treated
videos as a sequence of still images or as a smooth evo-
lution of consecutive frames. By considering the video as
a stack of still frames, several spatiotemporal feature ex-
traction methods have been proposed [29, 33, 28]. Those
methods define a local spatiotemporal neighborhood around
each point of interest and a histogram descriptor is extract
to capture the spatial and temporal information. Then, some
aggregation approaches generate a holistic representation
from the local descriptors. Although these handcrafted fea-
tures are effective for video representation, they lose the dis-
criminative capacity in the presence of camera motion and
some other variations and distortions.
To overcome the limitations of conventional methods for
video representation, several works have attempted to learn
visual representations by using Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs). To capture the appearance and dynamics of
the video, CNNs have been extended to temporal domain
by adding another dimension. Tran et al. [25] studied 3D
CNN [10] on realistic (captured in the wild) and large-scale
video databases. Their C3D model learns both the spatial
and temporal information in a short segment of the video
using 3D convolution operations. Carreira et al. [3] pro-
posed a two-stream inflated 3D CNN (I3D) by converting
vanilla Inception-V1 architecture [9] to a 3D model. They
replaced 2D kernels of Inception-V1 to 3D kernel in which
the model can use the knowledge of pre-trained 2D model
on ImageNet database [18]. Qiu et al. [16] developed a
Pseudo-3D Residual Network by applying a spatiotemporal
factorization on a residual learning module. Diba et al. [6]
embedded a temporal transition layer in the DenseNet archi-
tecture [8] and replaced 2D convolutional filters and pooling
layers with their 3D counterparts. Despite the fact that 3D
CNN-based architectures perform reasonably well in cap-
turing spatiotemporal information, they usually need a lot of
training data to achieve a good representation of the video
due to their huge number of parameters.
The aforementioned methods only capture local spa-
tiotemporal information within a small time window.
Hence, they are not capable of capturing long-range dynam-
ics. Recently, Want et al. [32] proposed a temporal segment
network to model long-range temporal structure of actions
within a video. The authors randomly selected snippets of
the video and extracted optical flow and RGB differences
from frames that are fed to CNN models for feature extrac-
tion. Their method achieves a global representation of the
video using a segmental consensus function to aggregate the
information from different snippets of the video. Bilen et
al. [1] introduced dynamic image by employing a rank pool-
ing technique to capture the temporal evolution of actions
and representing the video as one RGB image. They distill
the appearance and dynamics of a scene into one single im-
age, which is fed 2D CNN models for action classification.
However, pooling techniques consolidate data into compact
representations. These techniques also impose equal im-
portance on all frames, which is not favorable. Wang et
al. [30] proposed SVM pooling for video summarization.
They reformulated the pooling problem as a multiple in-
stance learning context and learned useful decision bound-
aries on the frame level features from each video against
background features.
3. Adversarial Video Distillation
Our proposed method, i.e. AVD, is an end-to-end deep
neural network, which learns to represent videos as single
images in an unsupervised adversarial manner. The pro-
posed method is composed of three main networks: E,
D, and T. E is an encoder network (E), and learns to
compute informative representations of input videos, i.e.
V ∈ Rw×h×t in form of an image I ∈ Rw×h. To guar-
antee that important features of the video are preserved in
its representation, i.e. I, the encoder is trained jointly with
a decoder (D) network to minimize a reconstruction error.
Howbeit by optimizing the E + D, the E is able to distill
the video information and compress it into the single image
format, the obtained representations are not always mean-
ingful and similar to the realistic images. To address this
issue, the E network is supervised by a teacher network (T).
T accesses to a large number of real images and knows the
distribution of realistic images. Figure 2 shows the outline
of the proposed AVD. The details of E, T and D networks
and also the training procedure of the AVD are explained in
the following subsections.
3.1. Encoder Network: Video Distillation
Previously, different versions of encoder-decoder net-
works have been widely used for unsupervised feature
learning [23]. After training these networks, the encoder
can map the input data into a latent representation. In-
spired by the substantial achievements of auto-encoders, we
present an efficient network (E) to encode the input videos.
E encodes the appearance and motion of the input video V
as a distilled image representation containing the gist of the
scene. The main difference between E and the conventional
encoder networks, which are devised for video representa-
tion include: (1) theE(V) is forced to generate a meaningful
representation of the input video, (2) by imposing an extra
constraint on the output of E, the E(V) has to follow the
distribution of the video frames. To meet these two proper-
ties, E should be trained jointly with two deep networks (D
and T). In other words, E is responsible for distillation of
the information, and T and D are only used for training of
E.
The encoder network E is devised based on the 3D CNN.
It maps the input video into a RGB image representation by
spatiotemporal down-sampling. As an encoder network, E
is trained to summarize the motion information of the video
sequence preserving the appearance information to achieve
a discriminative representation of the scene. We call this
process video distillation since it captures the spatiotempo-
ral information of the video and encodes it into an unique
image representation.
3.2. Decoder Network: Video Reconstruction
Learning a decoder network jointly with an encoder net-
work for data compression and representation by encoder
is a commonplace approach. Similarly, we learn E and D
in terms of an encoder-decoder network. Successful recon-
struction of the video V by D from its representation, i.e.
E(V), means that E(V) do not discard the vital informa-
tion of the video. As E must preserve the spatial-temporal
information of video, it is optimized to minimize the recon-
struction errors i.e. e = ||D(I)− V||2.
The D network is a 3D CNN that up-samples the the la-
tent representation E(V) to reconstruct the input video by
minimizing the reconstruction error. This means the out-
put of D should be as close as to the input of the model.
Hence, the training of the encoder-decoder network can
be performed in an unsupervised end-to-end manner using
stochastic gradient descent. The D basically mirrors the en-
coder network E in terms of the architecture, except that
there are no pooling or linear layers in our network. The ra-
tionale behind following this approach is exploring the un-
derlying complex structure of the video.
3.3. Teacher Network
By learning the above-mentioned networks, E is able
to encode the videos as 2D image representations, which
might not exhibit any semantic relationship with the input
video. In other words, the obtained image representations
may not be good representatives for the input videos pro-
vided that there is not any explicit supervision on the train-
ing of the auto-encoder. To tackle this problem, we take
advantage of the GANs idea to force E to generate mean-
ingful representations from the realistic data. So, we add
a teacher network T that is responsible for supervision of
the training of E by continuously comparing the output of
E with the distribution of the video frames in an adversarial
manner. In this way, the T network teaches latent space of
E+D to be similar to realistic images. In context of GAN,E
and T can be considered as a generator and a discriminator
networks, respectively. Hence, the entire of our proposed
I ∈ 𝑅𝑤×ℎ 𝔻 I𝒱 ∈ 𝑅
𝑤×ℎ×𝑡
𝕋
𝔻𝔼
Real vs. Fake
Sample Video Frames
Figure 2. The outline of our proposed AVD for video representation. The encoder network E encodes the input video V into a distilled
image representation I that can be used as the input of pre-trained deep models.
model is trained in an unsupervised adversarial fashion.
The T network can be defined as a binary classifier for
distinguishing between generated samples by E and the re-
alistic images. Therefore, the encoder ensures the aggre-
gated posterior distribution can fool the discrimintive ad-
versarial network by thinking that the latent representation
I comes from the true prior distribution of the real video
frames. The architecture of T is devised based on a stack of
multiple fully connected layers to build a binary classifier.
3.4. E+ D+ T Learning
AVD is trained end-to-end. It includes three networks:
E, D and T. These networks collaborate with each other
in the training phase, but only E is responsible for video
distillation. In other words, two other networks assist this
network to successfully learn distilled image representa-
tions. The E network is trained by the received feedback
from D and T to generate a discriminative representation
that capture the appearance and motion information. During
the training process. E encodes a batch of training videos
V = Vi, i = 1 . . . , N , where N is the batch size. Then,
D reconstructs the videos by mapping the E(V ) to the orig-
inal video space. The D attempts to reconstruct the input
video with the lowest error. Consequently, the E + D, as
an encoder-decoder network, is trained by optimizing the
reconstruction errors i.e. LE+D:
LE+D =
N∑
i=1
||Vi − D(E(Vi))||2 (1)
Concurrently with LE+D optimization, the T checks
whether the latent representation of E+ D network, i.e. the
output of E, follows the distribution of the video frames or
not. T has access to a large number of video frames. Hence,
it knows the distribution of the different scenes denoted by
pr. In this framework, E is assumed a network that tries to
fool the T by convincing it that its output is an real image,
not a generated ones. These two networks are learning in
an adversarial manner based on the GAN theory. Once the
training process is over, the encoder network is able to gen-
erate meaningful image representations of the input videos.
Similar to GANs, E + D network is learned as a min-max
game and by optimizing the following objective:
LE+T = minE maxT
(
EI∼pr [log(T(I))]+
EV∼pv [log(1− T(E(V)︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
]
)
(2)
where pV is the distribution of realistic videos. The AVD
needs to train based on bothLE+D andLE+T objective func-
tions. So, the objective function of AVD is defined as:
LAVD = λLE+D + (1− λ)LE+T (3)
where λ is a regularization parameter.
4. Experiments
We evaluated the performance of our proposed AVD by
conducting extensive experiments on three action recogni-
tion benchmarks, i.e. UCF101 [20], HMDB51 [13], and Ki-
netics [11].
4.1. Datasets
UCF101: The UCF101 dataset [20] comprises realistic
web videos, which are typically captured with large varia-
tions in camera motion, object appearance/scale, viewpoint,
cluttered background, and illumination variations. It has
101 categories of human actions ranging from daily life to
sports. This dataset contains 13, 320 videos with an aver-
age duration of 7 seconds. It comes with three split settings
to separate the dataset into training and testing videos. We
report the average classification accuracy over three splits.
HMDB51: The HMDB51 dataset [13] includes realistic
videos from different sources, such as movies and web
videos. The dataset has 6, 766 trimmed videos of 51 hu-
man action classes. Similar to UCF101, this dataset has
also three train/test splits and we report average classifica-
tion accuracy of these three splits.
Kinetics. The Kintectics dataset [11] is a large-scale human
action dataset, which consists of 400 action classes where
each category has more than 400 videos. In total, there are
about 240, 000 training videos, 20, 000 validation videos,
and 40, 000 testing videos. The evaluation metrics on the
Kinectics dataset is the average top-1 and top-5 accuracy.
In our experiments, we only use RGB data of this dataset.
4.2. Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we used four deep architectures
that have been pre-trained on ImageNet dataset [18]. We
employed Tensorflow implementations of AlexNet [12],
Inception-V1 [9], ResNet-50 [7], and ResNet-101 [7]. All
of these deep models have been fine-tuned by using stochas-
tic gradient descent with the momentum of 0.9 and an an-
nealed learning rate that is started with 3 × 10−3 and mul-
tiplied by a factor of 0.1 per epoch. For the training, we
randomly performed size jittering, cropping, flipping, and
re-scaling on images. We also applyed our method on Opti-
cal Flow (OF) data. For the computation of the optical flow,
we used TLV1 optical flow algorithm [35], which is imple-
mented in OpenCV with CUDA. The E network consists of
five layers of 3D convolutional kernels of size 5×5×3 and
strides 2, with batch normalization and ReLu layers added
in between. The D network mirrors the E network, except
that it uses Leaky ReLu instead of ReLu layers. The T net-
work comprises five fully connected layers, where we used
ReLu between them and Sigmoid as the last layer.
4.3. Comparisons with Baseline Inputs
We evaluated the performance of AVD using different
types of inputs, i.e. RGB frames and Optical Flow (OF).
RGB frames and OF data are directly fed to the model.
In this way, the information is extracted per frame and the
average performance is reported. In addition, we applyed
AVD on sequences of RGB frames and OFs data to achieve
distilled representations. The ResNet-50 [7] was used for
video classification in this experiment. Table 1 indicates
the results of our experiments using different input types.
By using RGB data, our AVD achieved 1.5%, 2.5%, 1.6%,
and 1.7% improvement over OF. We argue that this im-
provement is achieved due to exploiting appearance infor-
mation along with motion information of RGB sequences.
The AVD representation using RGB data still has superior
performance compared to the baseline OF and RGB frames
data.
Table 1. The accuracy (%) of our proposed method versus the ac-
curacy of representations from optical flow and RGB data using
ResNet-50 [7].
UCF101 HMDB51 KineticsTop-1 Top-5
RGB 83.6 53.5 61.3 83.1
OF 86.5 58.0 64.7 87.5
AVD (RGB) 88.7 62.8 67.9 89.2
AVD (OF) 87.2 60.3 66.3 87.5
OF+AVD (OF) 91.1 64.0 68.5 89.2
AVD (OF)+AVD (RGB) 91.9 65.2 70.1 90.2
OF+AVD (OF)+AVD (RGB) 96.9 72.4 73.9 92.5
Table 2. AVD performance evaluation (%) using different 2D CNN
models pre-trained on ImageNet dataset [18].
UCF101 HMDB51 KineticsTop-1 Top-5
AlexNet [12] 83.3 56.5 58.1 80.4
Inception-V1 [9] 87.6 60.4 65.8 86.0
ResNet-50 [7] 88.7 62.8 67.9 89.2
ResNet-101 [7] 90.2 66.1 69.9 92.5
4.4. AVD and Deep Models
We employed four deep models (namely AlexNet [12],
Inception-V1 [9], ResNet-50 [7], and ResNet-101 [7]) to
the representations obtained by the AVD to study the use-
fulness of various 2D CNN models in video classification.
The results are reported in Table 2. As expected, the best
performances are achieved by deeper architectures. It is
notwithstanding that given the significant reduction in the
large amount of annotated videos for training a 3D model,
AVD is an optimal alternative for enabling the usage of 2D
CNNs in the video classification.
4.5. Cross-Dataset Analysis
To gain insights into the generalization of distilled rep-
resentations achieved by our AVD, we conducted cross-
dataset experiments. In these experiments, we fine-tuned
a pre-trained ResNet-50 [7] using the distilled representa-
tions of training samples from one dataset and used the dis-
tilled representations of the test set of other datasets. Table 3
summarizes the results. Despite the drop in the accuracy
of the cross-dataset scenario, the AVD still shows a good
performance, stating the high capability to represent video
sequences discriminatively.
4.6. Comparison against the State-of-the-Art
We compared our AVD against the state-of-the-art meth-
ods. Table 4 summarizes the comparative results on
UCF101 [20] and HMDB51 [13] datasets. We compared
our method to the both handcrafted methodsand deep learn-
ing based methods.Among them, Dynamic Image (DI) [1]
and SVM Pooled descriptor (SVMP) [30] are conceptu-
ally the closest methods to ours. We represented the RGB
Table 3. The accuracy (%) of our proposed AVD method in
the cross-dataset experimental setting using ResNet-50 [7]. The
model is fine-tuned in one dataset and is tested on another dataset.
We report the Top-1 accuracy for the Kinetics dataset.
Test on
UCF101 HMDB51 Kinetics
Tr
ai
n
on UCF101 88.7 59.7 60.1
HMDB51 83.3 62.8 63.5
Kinetics 85.9 61.0 67.9
Table 4. Comparison of classification accuracy (%) of the pro-
posed approach against those of state-of-the-art methods on
UCF101 [20] and HMDB51 [13] datasets.
Method UCF101 HMDB51
DT+MVSV [2] 83.5 55.9
iDT+HSV [15] 87.9 61.1
MoFAP [31] 88.3 61.7
Two-Stream [19] 88.0 59.4
C3D (3 nets) [25] 85.2 51.6
Res3D [26] 95.6 54.9
I3D [3] 95.6 74.8
FSTCN [21] 88.1 59.1
LTC [27] 91.7 64.8
KVMF [37] 93.1 63.3
TSN (7 seg) [32] 94.9 71.0
DI (4 stream) [1] 95.5 72.5
SVMP [30] 94.6 71.0
S3D-G [34] 96.8 75.9
AVD (ResNet-50) 96.9 72.4
AVD (ResNet-101) 97.3 77.1
videos using AVD. In our comparisons, we combined differ-
ent baseline inputs for AVD. The obtained representations
were fed to ResNet-50 and ResNet-101. DI have achieved
95.5% and 72.5% using a four stream network (still images,
dynamic images, optical flow, and dynamic optical flow)
and ResNext-101 on UCF101 and HMDB51, respectively.
AVD performed better than DI by increasing the classifi-
cation accuracy by 1.8% and 4.6% using ResNet-101 on
UCF101 and HMDB51, respectively. Note that ResNet-101
has a relatively lower power than ResNext-101 on images.
We also compared the performance of our method using
Kinetics dataset, which is a very large dasaset. In Table 5,
we reported the results of the comparison of our AVD with
the state-of-the-art methods in terms of Top-1 and Top-5 ac-
curacy. As can be seen, the AVD achieves 75.1% and 93.5%
Top-1 and Top-5 accuracy, respectively. The results of this
experiment show that our AVD can handle the inter-class
similarity of different action categories and still achieves
discriminative representations for different classes.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an adversarial video distilla-
tion for capturing and encoding the appearance and motion
Table 5. Comparison of our proposed method’s performance in
terms of Top-1 and Top-5 classification accuracy (%) against the
state-of-the-art methods on the Kinetics dataset [11].
Method Top-1 Top-5
Two-Stream [19] 61.0 83.3
Two-Stream (I3D) [3] 74.9 91.8
I3D (RGB) [3] 72.9 90.8
I3D (OF) [3] 63.9 85.0
I3D (RGB+OF) [32] 74.1 91.6
TSN [32] 73.9 91.1
TSN (I3D) [32] 75.7 92.5
S3D-G (RGB) [34] 74.7 93.4
S3D-G (RGB+OF) [34] 77.2 93.0
AVD (ResNet-50) 73.9 92.5
AVD (ResNet-101) 75.1 93.4
of the video into one single image, which can be processed
by deep models pre-trained on still images. This technique
tackled the problem of tuning huge number of parameters
in deep models for videos. We extended an adversarial au-
toencoder by adding a generative model, which serves as
a decoder network to a 3D convolutional encoder network.
We trained the entire model in an unsupervised adversar-
ial end-to-end manner. The encoder network learned to
extract semantic representations from a given input video
by mapping the 3D input into a 2D latent representation.
Once the model was trained, we used 2D representations
obtained by the encoder network as the input to pre-trained
deep models for video classification. This distilled image
representation includes the gist of the video. We evaluated
the effectiveness of the proposed method on three bench-
mark datasets, namely, UCF101, HMDB51, and Kinetics,
for video representation and classification. The experimen-
tal results demonstrated the superior performance of our
proposed method.
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